
Extensions™



Ergonomics in the workplace  
isn’t a luxury. It’s a necessity.
Workspaces are shrinking, technology is evolving, and the workforce is changing. 
So the need for comfortable, ergonomic solutions is growing.

Integrating the right ergonomic accessories can help workers stay productive 
and comfortable, no matter how the workspace changes. Ergonomics is good  
for business, too. Because of improvements in health and overall worker  
satisfaction, ergonomic solutions have a real effect on the bottom line.

Allsteel Extensions offers a full range of ergonomic solutions, including 
technology support designed for today’s laptops, computers, and mobile 
devices; individual task lighting that is stylish and effective; and organizational 
accessories that help individuals get organized to work more efficiently.
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ZW8 Dual-Monitor Arm

•		Monitors	can	be	perfectly	aligned	with	dedicated	 
arms that adjust independently

•		6.5 -18	lb.	load	capacity	per	arm

ZW8 Single-Monitor Arm

•		Retracts	to	a	minimum	depth	of	3½"	to	maximize	 
use of worksurface space

•		6.5 -18	lb.	load	capacity

ZW8 Tool Tile Mount

•		Attaches	to	panel	system	tool	tile	and	Stride® 
bench rail

•		6.5-16	lb.	load	capacity

C6 Dual-Monitor Arm 

•		16"	pole

•		37	lb.	load	capacity;	18.3	lbs.	per	arm

•		Height	adjusts	3"-20"

C6 Single-Monitor Arm 

•		Simple	lever	allows	for	easy	height	
adjustment	from	3"-10"

•		16"	pole

•		20	lb.	load	capacity

C6 Triple-Monitor Arm 

•		16"	pole

•		55	lb.	load	capacity;	18.3	lbs.	per	arm

•		Height	adjusts	3"-20"

C6 Quadruple-Monitor Arm

•		28"	pole

•		75	lb.	load	capacity;	18.75	lbs.	per	arm

•		Height	adjusts	3"-20"

Tablet Arm/Holder

•		Adjustable	to	fit	tablets	with	screen	sizes	7"-11"

•		Includes	security	lock

•		Can	order	tablet	holder	separately	and	mount	on	
C6	Series	monitor	arm

ZW8 Heavy-Duty Single-Monitor Arm 

•			Designed	for	heavy	monitors,	with	a	17.5 -44	lb.	
load capacity

•		Features	heavy-duty	tilt	lock	with	monitor	 
quick release

ZW8 Heavy-Duty Dual-Monitor Arm

•		Arm	accommodates	two	25"	monitors	and	
supports	a	12-38.5	lb.	load	capacity,	in	addition	 
to	5.5	lb.	weight	of	crossbar

•		Monitors	can	be	positioned	by	sliding	along	 
the crossbar

ZW8 Single-to-Dual Conversion Kit

Converts	ZW8	Series	single-monitor	arm	 
to	a	dual-monitor	arm	(does	not	convert	
Heavy-Duty	arms)

C6 Single-to-Dual Conversion Kit

Converts	C6	Series	single-monitor	arm	 
to	a	dual-monitor	arm

Choose	from	two	unique	
monitor arm styles to fit 
individual workstyles.

ZW8	Series	

The	slim	profile	of	Allsteel’s	ZW8	Series	monitor	arm	is	ideal	for	shallow	worksurface	depths.	 
Features	include	gas	spring	technology	and	multiple	points	of	adjustment.	Ideal	for	users	who	 
make frequent adjustments or multiple posture changes throughout the day. Both grommet mount  
and desk clamp options are included.

C6	Series	

C6	Series	monitor	arms	are	an	ideal	solution	when	workers	need	multiple	configuration	options,	from	one	 
to four monitors. Specify grommet mount or desk clamp options.

Laptop Tray for ZW8

•		Laptop	can	be	used	as	a	second	screen	to	increase	
productivity in limited space

•		Offers	depth	adjustment	to	accommodate	laptop	alone	
or laptop with docking station



Monitor	arms	support	technology	 
and changing postures.
Elevating the monitor off the worksurface not only frees up desktop space, 
it also gives you the freedom to easily reposition the monitor to fit the way 
you work, for improved ergonomics. By adjusting the monitor to the correct 
height, angle, and distance, you can minimize eye, neck, and shoulder stress. 
Which	means	you	can	work	more	comfortably.	Our	monitor	arms,	available	in	a	
variety of configurations, offer quick adjustability. So they’re perfect for single or 
multi-user	environments	and	for	sharing	information	at	impromptu	gatherings	
within individual workstations.

Traditional Desktop Monitor Allsteel Monitor Arm Support 

Tilt adjustment

Depth	adjustment

Height	 
adjustment

Free	spaceWasted space Free	space

Lateral	adjustment

Landscape	or	portrait	
monitor orientation

Our	monitor	arms	offer	the	flexibility	to	customize	the	
height, depth, tilt, and lateral placement of your monitor 
with easy adjustments. The correct placement helps ease 
eye, neck, and shoulder strain for optimum comfort.
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Ergonomic solutions put  
comfort within easy reach.
A	well-designed	articulating	keyboard	system	brings	the	work	to	you	
to promote a healthy posture. When used properly, keyboard support 
encourages healthy postures of the shoulders, arms, and wrists.  
Allsteel models include articulating arm and keyboard platforms  
that easily adjust to coordinate properly with your chair, desk, body,  
and	the	way	you	want	to	work.	And	our	slim-profile	designs	 
don’t interfere with needed leg space under the worksurface.

AKM1 Keyboard Support

•		Features	a	soft-touch	knob	for	simultaneous	 
height and tilt adjustments

•		Accommodates	keyboard	and	mouse	on	 
the same level

Cobra™ Keyboard Support

•		Features	lift-and-lock	height	adjustment	and	 
a dial for tilt adjustment

•		Can	be	used	in	sit-to-stand	workstations

AKM5 Keyboard Support

•		Offers	lift-and-lock	height	adjustment	and	a	dial	 
for tilt adjustment

•		Allows	user	to	adjust	to	ideal,	precise	position,	 
using visual height and tilt gauge

AKM3 Keyboard Support

•		Offers	lift-and-lock	height	adjustment	and	a	 
quick-release	lever	for	tilt	adjustment

•		Allows	user	to	position	the	platform	flush	with	 
the worksurface to extend work area

Workstations are the healthiest when all ergonomic options are working in harmony and 
customized to meet specific needs.

Along	with	monitor	arms	and	keyboard	trays,	the	CPU	Hammock™ mounts to the 
underside of a worksurface, freeing up desktop space. An adjustable footrest ensures 
proper support for legs and feet and is ideal for people who cannot rest their feet 
comfortably	on	the	floor.	The	height-adjustable	Altitude® table provides even more 
personalization, moving from sitting to standing height at the touch of a button.

Keyboard tray height and angle adjustments 
help promote neutral postures of wrists  
and	arms.	Positive	and	negative	tilt	 
are important for maintaining healthy  
blood flow and preventing pain in the  
hands, arms, and shoulders.

Height	 
adjustment

Tilt 
adjustment
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The right light in the right place.
Different	tasks	and	different	workers	require	different	amounts	of	light.	Adding	
task lighting to the workspace allows you to create custom lighting solutions that 
suit	an	individual’s	visual	and	technology	needs.	From	stylish	freestanding	lights	
to streamlined undercabinet lighting, our solutions get the light you need where 
you need it most.

Top left: Link	LED	task	light		Top right:	Wand	LED	task	light		
Bottom left:	Reed	LED	undercabinet	light		Bottom right:	Down	light

Allsteel offers several lighting options, so it’s easy to customize workstations 
to	meet	individual	needs.	Multiple	Reed™	LED	undercabinet	lights	can	be	
linked	together	and	powered	up	with	a	single	switch,	while	Down	lights	
offer maximum flexibility with a mounting option that allows for a variety  
of installations.

Link™ LED Task Light

•		High	style,	high	performance,	
and sustainable design

•		180º	lamp	head	movement	for	
natural, precise adjustability

•		High-power	LEDs	deliver	
consistent,	long-lasting,	 
and uniform light

•		Hi/low	switch	focuses	the	right	
amount of light

•		Available	in	single-	or	 
dual-arm	designs	with	multiple	
mounting options

•	Color	options	include	 
 silver and black

Wand™ LED Task Light

•	Simple,	clean,	freestanding	design

•	Powerful	5-watt	LED	for	efficiency	and	long	life	

•	Hi/low	switch	allows	you	to	customize	the	amount	of	light

•	Color	options	include	silver	and	white
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Tools to get organized and connected.
It’s your workspace. So organize it just the way you want it. It’s easy to manage  
clutter with bins, caddies, shelves, and holders that can be rearranged as needs 
change.	Choose	from	accessories	that	are	freestanding	or	that	hang	from	the	 
tool tile or rail to keep everything within reach and your day organized.

Tool	Tile	and	Rail

•		Sturdy	aluminum	extrusion	with	steel	support	
construction	and	durable	powder-coat	finish

•	Available	in	a	variety	of	colors	to	complement	 
 the workstation

•		Tool	tile	works	with	all	Allsteel	systems	except	
Concensys®   and	Optimize™,  which offer an  
integrated tool rail

More	technology	demands	increase	the	
need for access to power. A power and 
data module provides power at the desktop 
with	pop-up	or	surface-mounted	options,	
allowing more efficient use of space while 
keeping surfaces free of cords with devices 
close at hand. 

With Extensions organizational tools, you can put all your active files and desk accessories within 
arm’s reach and arrange and rearrange on the tool rail to respond to changing workflow.

A variety of Extensions work tools hang 
from the tool tile to keep worksurfaces 
clear and the day organized, so people 
can focus on the task at hand.

Organization	Tools

Hang	the	following	organization	tools	from	the	tool	tile	or	rail:

•	Mail	Box

•	Folder	Holder

•	Phone	Caddy

•	Binder	Bin

•	Tool	Box	Pencil	and	CD	Holder

•	Clip	Caddy™

•	Sidebar™	Personal	Shelf

•	Paper	Wave™

•	Gripper	Clip

•	Multi-Media	Hangar

Power	and	Data
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©2013	Allsteel	Inc. 
Allsteel,	Altitude,	Concensys	and	Stride	
are	registered	trademarks	and	Clip	Caddy,	
Cobra,	CPU	Hammock,	Extensions,	Link,	
Optimize,	Paper	Wave,	Reed,	Sidebar	 
and Wand are trademarks.

Form	#	A8199.A1	(03/13)	 Printed	in	USA

This FSC-certified paper 
contains 10% post-consumer 
recycled content.

Allsteel Inc.
Muscatine,	Iowa	52761-5257

allsteeloffice.com

Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture 
industry	as	a	member	of	the	U.S.	Green	Building	Council.

We believe that we can make a real and lasting difference for our environment by 
designing	relevant,	durable,	high-quality	products	that	are	guaranteed	for	years	 
of	use	and	reuse.	For	details,	visit	allsteeloffice.com/alltogethernow.

Never sit still.
Allsteel,	headquartered	in	Muscatine,	Iowa,	designs,	builds,	
and delivers workplace furniture solutions to improve efficiency,  
foster	teamwork,	and	deliver	long-term	value	to	help	businesses	
be more effective. 

Allsteel	has	Resource	Centers	in	Atlanta,	Boston,	Chicago,	
Dallas,	New	York,	San	Francisco,	Santa	Monica,	Washington,	D.C., 
and	Toronto,	ON.	For	more	information,	please	visit	
allsteeloffice.com. 

Learn more about Extensions
Use your smartphone to scan this EZcode or visit allsteeloffice.com. 
Go to getscanlife.com to download the app.


